Geocaching

game for your brain, feet and GPS

David Vavra
What is geocaching?

- GPS game
- treasure hunt for hidden 'caches' around the world
- coordinates are available online
- cache is small box containing logbook and some stuff
- after you find it, you log it online = stats
Why people like geocaching?

- caches are at interesting places
- it's adventure
- sometimes it's brain-teaser
- great connection between travelling & technology
- you have a goal for your trips
- it's social activity
- every cache is different
- you learn how to orientate in the landscape
Where are the caches?
K-state geocaching club

- meet once a week and go cache hunting
- no need for GPS, group, learning basics
- learning how to create a new cache
- later geocaching competitions like
  - who find most caches in given time
  - caches with highest terrain or difficulty
  - who get's done first one hard puzzle cache
  - ...

I need 5 people who are interested to start a club!